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Aircraft performance group bloomberg

Founded in 1933 with a fleet of five aircraft, Turkish Airlines today has a fleet of 335 aircraft (passengers and cargo) flying to 309 destinations worldwide (259 international destinations and 50 domestic destinations) in 124 countries - more countries and international destinations than any other airline. Having recently
moved to Istanbul Airport, the company's new global base, Turkish Airlines is now taking the third airport in terms of passenger capacity in the world, with a capacity of 90 million passengers per year. Once fully completed in the next few years, Istanbul Airport will boast six runways and the world's largest runway,
accommodating 200 million passengers annually. While on board, passengers can enjoy a unique flying experience with a team of internationally acclaimed flying chefs to prepare a mix of Turkish and international cuisine depending on the tastes of the passengers. While movie and music lovers will be able to choose
from thousands of movies and albums while at 39,000 feet. Turkish Airlines is also the number one option for sports travel enthusiasts, offering all passengers the opportunity to travel one full set of free golf clubs on all flights, as well as one full diving package per passenger, on selected routes to some of the world's
diving destinations, including Bali. To continue, please click on the box below to let us know that you are not a robot. (Bloomberg View) - If you think your summer vacation was a dimmer in the age of epidemic-induced accommodation, exclude thinking for the world's airlines. The industry usually earns about 40% of its
profits in the third quarter alone, as the surge in travel gives carriers the opportunity to eventually fill aircraft at prices that can pay for wages, fuel and debt. There have been expectations for some time that the three months to September may see enough recovery from coronary virus insurance to keep airline heads
above water. The 18% improvement in the Bloomberg Global Airline Equity Index in August was the best performance of the benchmark since it was first compiled 20 years ago. Some hope. With the arrival of the first chills of winter, it is increasingly clear that the industry is as deep in the pit as ever. EasyJet Plc was one



of the airlines in a better position to survive thanks to its low-cost structure and strong balance sheet. However, it is in talks with the British government about a second slug of state support after 600 million pounds ($775 million) from the guaranteed state earlier this year, a person familiar with the matter told Philip
Siddharth of Bloomberg News. Philippine-based Cebu corp. is raising $500 million in bonds and preferred shares after the government ruled out taking over the troubled airlines. Malaysia-based discount rival AirAsia Group Bhd announced the restructuring of its long-distance subsidiary AirAsia X Bhd this week with the
suspension of operations on the Japanese carrier. He also finished funding India Ltd., people are familiar with the matter to Bloomberg News. The country's aviation regulator said its local rival, state-owned Malaysia Airlines, was talking to creditors about the restructuring, and one Malaysian company or another could fail
by the end of the year. In the United States, the industry has been on life support since Congress passed a bailout bill in March -- but that money is now running out, my colleague Brooke Sutherland wrote. The prospect of a second round of support, already shaky at a time when many other industries are struggling, is
even more at stake after House Speaker Nancy Pelosi linked it to debates other than again for the broader stimulus bill amid a busy pre-election legislative schedule. European and North American airlines have cut domestic travel schedules for the December quarter by 45%, according to Bloomberg Intelligence analyst
George Ferguson, and any hope that the epidemic is on the brink of vanishing seems vain at this point. Deaths from Coved-19, having declined since early August, have begun to rise again in recent weeks. The 338,779 new cases announced by the World Health Organization (WHO) on Thursday were a record daily
increase. The grim reality is that the worst period for the aviation industry may precede it, not beyond it. Over the years, carriers have been shaving their existing bankbalances, early rounds of bailout funds they have received from Governments and investors, and relatively easy cost reductions for fuel, maintenance and
road charges and landings. For all the drastic actions taken so far -- layoffs, banditry, moths -- the real challenge will come in the coming months, as carriers have to make tough choices before cash flow swells to zero. Airlines burned $51 billion in the June quarter and will eat another $77 billion in cash in the six months
to December, according to this week's analysis by the International Air Transport Association. This accounts for nearly 80% of the $162 billion in rescue funds it has already received, and airlines will not return to pre-Cosfeed traffic levels until 2024. During 2021, they will continue to pass through $5 billion to $6 billion in
cash per month, according to IATA. Officials and executives who were crossing their fingers that aviation would survive this without the widespread intervention of the state need to begin to face reality. Even if traffic returns overnight, airlines will have to find a way to pay off their huge debts this year. The most obvious
way is to increase prices, but this risks alienating passengers only when they need the temptation to return to the plane. Without drastic changes, almost every airline on the planet faces a spiral of weak revenues, poor service, fat interest payments and unreduced debt associated with hardened state-owned carriers
such as Air India Ltd. and Alitalia Sa.governments may soon have to choose whether to choose whether Nationalization or liquidation of a wave of failed airlines, or easing restrictions on cherished ownership that until now had prevented the creation of truly transcontinental giants. Travellers have done well in the aviation
industry that has existed since the early 1980s. But in the current crisis, only a few private companies will be strong enough to survive on their own. This column does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial board or Bloomberg LL and its owners. David Finkling is a columnist at Bloomberg Opinion covering
goods as well as industrial and consumer companies. He has been a reporter for Bloomberg News, Dow Jones, the Wall Street Journal, the Financial Times and the Guardian. (Bloomberg) -- China made a stunning military parade to celebrate the 70th anniversary of communist party rule last year, and President Xi
Jinping was not the only star in that show. As Xi and other commanders watched from the Tiananmen Square runway, a squadron of fighter jets, attack helicopters, troop transport and reconnaissance aircraft roared in a show planned to impress television viewers at home and warn potential attackers abroad. The
company that manufactured these aircraft: China Aerospace Industry Company (AVIC), a state-owned conglomerate with more than 100 subsidiaries and 450,000 employees - more than Boeing and Airbus SE combined. China's being the first military contractor in aerospace and a pillar of Xi's strategy to become an
industrial superpower is enough in itself to justify the attention of the U.S. government. But AVIC builds more than one war machine, and operates a civilian company that manufactures aircraft and private jets -- some of which were built in parts of joint ventures with U.S. companies. The company aspires to be A.V.C.C.
and Boeing in China, said Chanfu Yu, a partner with beijing-based consulting firm Roland Berger, with a focus on space and defense. The aviation industry is a capital-intensive industry and, therefore, suitable for China's state system. In the first part of the year, the government's decision to re-establish a new
government was a very good one. As relations between Washington and Beijing deteriorate, and companies increasingly caught fire, AVIC could join Huawei Technologies, TikTok Ltd. and Tencent Holdings Ltd. as a target for U.S. politicians who want to crack down on China's arrival. President Donald Trump's
administration already placed a list of companies it says are controlled or owned by the Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) in June. The government says it owns the AVIC. The Beijing-based group is one of the world's largest military contractors, with revenues of 461.8 billion yuan ($68.5 billion) last year, according
to data compiled by Bloomberg. That's more than Lockheed Martin, General Dynamics Corp. or Northrop Grumman Corp. but unlike many other companies on the Pentagon's list, such as Chinese shipbuilding China Mobile Communications Group, AVIC has a footprint in the United States up from the Gulf of Mexico to
the Great Lakes. AVIC has joint ventures with some of the top American names in aerospace. A partnership with GE makes aviation solutions such as flight registration systems; These partnerships could make AVIC vulnerable to U.S. attention because it creates national security concerns, said Oriana Skyler Mastro, a
fellow at Stanford University's Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies. Xi said Chinese civil companies should cooperate with the military to enhance their ability to innovate in science and technology. This campaign includes improving the country's defence capabilities in the air and space. AVIC may have
played a role in many of those other worlds. We need to keep an eye on it. The VICI partnership and several multinational companies also pose challenges for Chinese hawks in the United States who prefer disengagement, he said, referring to forcing companies to sever ties with their Chinese counterparts. Mastro said
this highlights the challenges of segregation, because in China you don't have clear breaks between many public and private companies, and between civilian and military companies. Many major European airlines work with AVIC, too. Airbus owns 5% of a single subsidiary AVIC and also has a joint venture to
manufacture parts and components of composite materials for jet aircraft such as the A320. The Chinese company is also working with Paris-based Safran SA to manufacture turbine blades and casings for aircraft engines and other parts. In addition to accusing the Trump administration of being an arm of the Chinese
People's Liberation Army, the Trump administration has also unveiled more restrictive guidelines regarding trade partnerships that could benefit the Chinese military. The president said he wanted to prevent china-outsourcing companies from winning federal contracts, but did not elaborate on what might include that. I
don't want them to build an army like they are now and they are using our money to build it. The chinese government has also launched a joint project to establish a new government in the country. The body, known as Sasak, represents Beijing's voice on the boards of directors of companies. One of the subsidiaries of
AVIC is continental aerospace technologies engine parts manufacturer, based in Mobile, Alabama. Continental, founded in 1905 and acquired by AVIC in 2011, received at least $5 million in coronary virus relief funds from the U.S. Treasury Department this year. Another subsidiary, Nexteer Automotive Group Ltd., a
Michigan-based guidance systems producer, received more than $60 million in R&D assistance from the U.S. government in 2018 and 2019, according to Deposits. This is in addition to state aid. Those are relatively small amounts for behemoth like AVIC. More importantly, acquisitions of SMEs provide access to
manufacturing expertise and other skills with civilian and military applications, said Michael Raska, associate professor at the School of International Studies at Nanyang Technological University S. Rajaratnam For International Studies in Singapore. You have aspects of innovation that can be transferred to military
development. It's not just about technology, it's about ensuring the quality, reliability and performance of production. Since 2008, The IIC has spent at least $3.3 billion to acquire at least 20 aerospace, automotive and engineering companies, primarily in the United States and Europe, the U.S.-China Economic and
Security Review Committee reported last year. Now, with Trump focusing on the power of Chinese companies and holding Beijing accountable, Avec's Western partners may begin to feel political heat from Washington to reveal beneficial alliances. If you sell paper cups to AVIC, you're part of the Chinese military if they
interpret them widely, said Scott Kennedy, a Chinese researcher at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, a bipartisan think tank in Washington with prominent Democratic Republicans on its board. Continental Aerospace and Lancaster did not respond to requests for comment. GE and Airbus said in separate
statements that their partnership with the Chinese conglomerate follows relevant laws and regulations. Our JV has been carefully negotiated with AVIC to ensure compliance and data security for commercial technology only, said Boston-based GE. Textron, based in Providence, Rhode Island, and Safran declined to
comment. Charlotte, North Carolina Honeywell did not respond to requests for comment. China was silent in June after the Pentagon issued its initial list of Chinese companies suspected of having military links, but the country's Foreign Ministry criticized the United States on Sept. 1 after the United States accused 11
other state-backed entities of being an alternative to the Chinese People's Liberation Army. The United States has repeatedly extended the concept of national security and abused national power to crack down on some Chinese companies, a serious violation of market principles and international trade rules. AVIC's
roots go back to the Office of Aviation the communist government began in 1951, when Chinese soldiers were fighting Americans in the Korean War.But AVIC produced lower products for decades, and most recently in the early 2000s, the Chinese military relied largely on imports from Russia, said Tai Ming Cheong, a
professor at the School of Global Policy and Strategy at the University of California in San Diego and author of several books on the Chinese military. After taking its current corporate form in 2008 with the merger of two state-owned companies, AVIC put more money into r&amp;d and eventually Some of the main
weapons in the Chinese Air Force, including the J-20 stealth fighter, the Y-20 grand transport and the Z-19E offensive helicopter. The Washington-based Research Center said in a report that the G-20 has the capability to provide China with a variety of previously unavailable air combat options and enhance its power
supply capability. According to Chinese state media, the ongoing work includes a stealth fighter and a seaplane that will be the largest amphibious aircraft in the world. There is still a gap between where I'm in Sic and where the United States is, but the commission has been able to narrow it slowly. As an integral part of
Xi's 2025 China Program to Reduce Dependence on Biotechnology Imports, AVIC is a shareholder in China's commercial aircraft company, Comac, which is building alternatives for Boeing and Airbus aircraft for Chinese airlines. AVIC also supports China's Aero Engine Corp., which wants to compete with jet engine
manufacturers GE, Raytheon Technologies Corp. Pratt &amp; Whitney and Rolls-Royce Holdings PLC. AVIC is in a natural position to promote fusion of civilian military technology, said Yu, partner of Roland Berger. The integration drive comes as military tensions rise everywhere from China's border with India to the
Taiwan Strait, where the government has sent AVIC-made planes to fly over disputed areas and warn potential opponents of demeaning the PLA. Outside analysts agree that the country spends more than official figures reveal, with the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute estimating the total for 2019 at
$261 billion. This continues to dwindle against the $732 billion U.S. budget. As the U.S. presidential election approaches, the crackdown on Chinese influence is one of the few foreign policies that politicians from both parties can support. The Democratic Party's platform behind presidential candidate Joe Biden includes
repeated promises to stand up to China, and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi has long been a vocal critic of Beijing. The rules have changed, said Malcolm Davis, senior analyst at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute in Canberra. Businesses will think carefully and seriously about the national security consequences of
dealing with a Chinese company.
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